Use of a telestroke service for evaluation of non-stroke neurological cases.
Telemedicine is a growing field in many medical specialties. Within clinical neurosciences one of its largest applications is in acute stroke care. However, little is known about its value and effect in general neurology, despite stroke. In a retrospective survey of 1500 teleconsultations over a time period of 12 months from October 2008 to September 2009, from a large telestroke network in Germany, we evaluated 352 cases with a non-stroke diagnosis. Duration and methods of teleconsultation as well as neurological consultations at bedside and discharge diagnosis were analyzed and compared to stroke cases. Discharge diagnosis was not identical to teleconsultation diagnosis in 48.9% of all non-stroke cases compared to 12.5% of all stroke cases. Duration of teleconsultation was 26.5 min in non-stroke cases compared to 14.3 min for stroke cases. In non-stroke cases other parts of the neurological examination were added to the pure administration of a stroke scale. There were no significant differences between non-stroke cases with correct and incorrect consultation diagnoses concerning in-hospital mortality (4.6 vs. 5.0%) and length of hospital stay (8.3 vs. 7.6 days). We conclude that diagnostic accuracy and protocol routine is not as exact in non-stroke cases compared to acute stroke cases. Other neurologic conditions may need different algorithms for a telemedicine service. Thus experience from a telestroke service cannot be transferred to other neurologic conditions on a routine basis.